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Grain Cart Pathways and Soil Compaction Reduction
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Problem Statement
• A typical field is compacted by wheel tracks on 80-90% of its area. This results in reduced yields, reduced soil health, and reduced water infiltration. Creating a plan to limit compaction could provide numerous benefits to farmers everywhere.

Scope
• The scope of this project is to determine the impact of compaction due to large loads and unorganized travel patterns in a field.

Objective(s)
• Collect and analyze field pass data to create a map of traffic patterns
• Determine the cause of greatest compaction
• Develop a SOP to regulate trafficked areas of field
• Estimate economic benefit of proposed traffic patterns

Constraints
• Budget - $200 for penetrometer
• Timeline- Compaction tests done by ground freeze, results by planting to apply it to next growing season
• Materials- Penetrometer, Software to analyze data
• Criteria- correlate all operational passes to economic impact

Methods
• Collect soil compaction levels with penetrometer
• Centralize field traffic data in SMS or “MyJohnDeere” Operation Center
• Correlate compaction levels with amount of traffic and economic loss
• Compare compaction results to previous studies to determine effect of compaction on crops.

Proposed Solutions
• Develop a SOP for grain cart drivers
• Set a plan to reduce area covered in field by aligning tire tracks with each other

Major Outcomes
Projected Outcomes
• Detailed map of compaction done by equipment in fields
• SOP for grain cart traffic patterns
• Economic benefit estimation due to changes in traffic patterns

Measures of success
• Estimated economic benefit by applying recommendations
• Show how soil compaction impacts crop and soil health

Benefit to Client
• Knowledge on how to better inform customers about soil compaction
• Generate higher ROI for customer so customer buys from Client more.
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